In the present post-9/11 dispensation, the world's so-called indispensable nation 1 has managed, to a great extent, to dispense with liberty in the interest of security.
the public discourse. Since the book first appeared in 1988, leaders in postindustrial societies have successfully mobilised support through technological advances in cybernetic communications. Efforts to control public perception and awareness have also been greatly enhanced through mass media consolidation 3 and have, since 9/11, advanced to new levels of influence. In this chapter, we highlight the need for an additional filter in response to recent re-configurations of political and corporate power and emerging systems of control over information and public debate.
The original PM featured five conceptual 'filters' which have been useful in scholarship theorizing, exposing, and analysing the complex connections among society's dominant institutions and non-coercive methods used to propagandise citizens and to control public awareness. 4 As an effective filter both permits and impedes the flow of whatever materials seek to pass through it, they play a crucial role in the creation of clean fuel fit for an engine's efficient use. Filters screen harmful debris that might hamper the (re)production of power. The motors of heavy industry, for example, run as a result of these functions, so, from a maintainer's perspective, debris must be filtered out when it threatens to infect and compromise the overall system. Corporate media and ideological institutions that strategise and run the gathering, analysis, and dissemination of news information employ similar means of filtering out potentially dangerous debris in ideas, perspectives, and voices.
In an effort to explain mainstream media responses to voices such as Edward Snowden's and other 'leakers' over the past decade as well as revelations regarding National Security Agency (NSA) counter-intelligence activities, this chapter engages with the question of how the general public is 'driven from the arena of political debate' 5 and conditioned to support political elites promulgating policies claiming to be essential for state security and public safety. While these mechanisms of cultural conditioning comprise interconnected networks of print and digital media, they also represent and reflect interlocking government and corporate interests that span international boundaries. We suggest that 'state security' can now be read as code for 'system security' , which is the protection of a global capitalist system through digital media control mechanisms. We, thus, wonder to what extent elite responses to 'security leaks' can explain the high value placed upon secrecy as a purported guarantee for system security and stability of the status quo. While contemporary media performance suggests that a System Security Filter (SSF hereafter) has emerged as a safeguard for this post-9/11 era of global capitalism, we propose that this filter be considered as a component of the PM's conceptual framework.
The Elite 'System'
As the SSF is meant to be a metaphorical filter, we detect a 'System' that utilises the SSF for its own interest. Systems are complex collections of interacting, interrelated, and interdependent parts (or people) forming a largely organised whole. Whereas horsepower generated from systems of internal combustion, for example, rely upon unique sets of pistons, cams, and interlocking gears and pulleys, political power may be generated from unique sets of interdependent persons interacting in an interlocking self-interested whole. News in the corporate media constitutes such pulleys and gears, interacting with other essential components that (re)generate the political power of wealthy individuals, larger industries and the state, which we call the elite 'System. ' While governments are more visible within the public sphere, Chomsky contends, the state is relatively invisible but more stable and comprised of institutions that routinely establish the actual conditions for public policy, including the media. The state constitutes the 'actual nexus of decision-making power ... including investment and political decisions, setting the framework within which the public policy can be discussed and determined, ' whereas government consists of 'whatever groups happen to control the political system, one component of the state system, at a particular moment. ' 6 In the United States, private interests appear to the electorate to occupy one or both political parties that have long dominated the public discourse. 7 Concerning the Republican system of governance, for example, Ian Haney López observes, that, 'They're giving over control of the regulatory state to the corporations, they say they want to shrink the Federal deficit, but in fact they're spending massive amounts of money either on tax cuts for the really rich or in big subsidies that go to corporations. ' 8 The public's voice has been filtered out and replaced by the 'corporate managers [who] can in effect buy elections directly. ' 9 Beyond American party politics, the System, beholden to the imperatives of transnational big business, assumes a global standing, next to the state and government. In its turn, mass media have, through the government's gift of deregulation, largely seized power over the public discourse to filter out dissenting views that might challenge or defy elite interests.
While the precise meanings of the term 'elite' are not so easy to pin down, Raymond Williams provides some background -observing that 'elite' , from Old French, was used originally to describe someone elected but was, in time, extended from those formally chosen in the social process to those specially selected by God for some particular purpose. Today's associated meanings of the elite in society are wealth, power, position, authority, and control. Williams' final thought on the term is particularly relevant today: 'the forgotten etymological association between elite and elected has a certain wry interest. ' 10 Herman and Chomsky describe the System as a 'guided market system' 11 within which the guidance is 'provided by the government [the elected elite], the leaders of the corporate community, the top media owners and executives, and the assorted individuals and groups' who are assigned or allowed to assume positions that enable them to handle the levers of power. Globalization processes comprise part of the 'guided market system' in today's transnational political economy.
Reflecting in 1928 on the democratizing influence of the steam engine, the press, and public school to shift power from the aristocracy to the masses, Edward Bernays observed that even the bourgeoisie came to fear the emerging might of the public. As a response to this progressive downward diffusion of social and economic influence, the elite minority found an effective counterweight in prevailing techniques of mass persuasion made possible by modern psychoanalysis to better understand and manage (or manipulate) the public mind. 'Modern propaganda, ' observed Bernays, 'is a consistent, enduring effort to create or shape events to influence the relations of the public to an enterprise, idea, or group. ' 12 This socializing enterprise with its underlying aims from the early twentieth century persist in many contemporary capitalist democracies: manufacture, through mass media, public consent to political, corporate, and military strategies profiting the centres of elite power and wealth.
Critiquing the elite perspective on the market guided system, Chomsky distils some of the results of a 1975 Trilateral Commission study, aptly titled The Crisis of Democracy, that urged more 'moderation in Democracy' 13 to curb excesses in social freedoms exercised during America's 1960s protest movements. As regards the Commission's assessment of American democracy during this 'counter-cultural' period, Chomsky reinterprets and casts some of its central propositions in plain language: 'the general public must be reduced to its traditional apathy and obedience, and driven from the arena of political debate, if democracy is to survive. ' 14 Pure democracy, from the vantage point of the elite class, was/is thought to be an unwieldy and destructive force for achieving and maintaining civil order and control. 15 As witnessed through the 1960s, direct democratic action emboldened by a widespread belief in the power of utilitarian democracy 16 had come to profoundly alter institutionalised systems of racial and gender oppression. Indeed, 'shifts in public opinion dramatically [illustrate] how the vitality of democracy in the 1960s (as manifested in increased political participation) produced problems for the governability of democracy in the 1970s (as manifested in the decreased public confidence in government). ' 17 
Managing Information
Standing at odds with these elite interests are recent citizen movements initiated by the likes of Edward Snowden, Chelsea Manning, and Julian Assange who have sought to expose and challenge privileged exploits and abuses of power. Their disruptions to official counter-intelligence policy have been called 'illegal' and read as unacceptable interpretations of patriotism. However illegal they may have been, it was also the structure of exploitation that was exposedthe System that exploits the public's faith that civic participation in democratic actions (voting, petitioning, etc.) can bend elite power to the will of the people.
The Snowden, Manning, and Assange cases have shown that enduring confidence in the effectiveness of American-styled democracy is a false assurance.
US government agents engaged in the work of gathering and analysing counter-intelligence data on American citizens must have construed Snowden's 2013 interview with Glenn Greenwald as a critical 'service disruption' to the System. A key indicator of this perception appeared in the propaganda disseminated by those in power that portrayed Snowden (and earlier Manning) as grave dangers to national security. As such, their reputations as patriotic citizens necessitated a kind of assassination. It was vital that the positive qualities they had enjoyed as servants of the state be 'filtered out' immediately in the interests of maintaining System Security.
With the publication of Bradley (now Chelsea) Manning's classified disclosures to WikiLeaks, a significant moment in history unfolded on 25 July 2010, 'the beginning, ' notes Denver Nicks, 'of the information age exploding upon itself. ' 18 Following the publication of 'Collateral Murder' 19 and other later eruptions of raw news about the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan and American diplomacy more broadly, P.J. Crowley, former Assistant Secretary of State for Public Affairs, observed that the leaks, 'literally touched on just about every relationship the United States [has] had with every other government around the world. ' 20 Acquitted on the charge of aiding the enemy, Manning revealed to the public rather alarming details long concealed concerning civilian casualties during the war as well as evidence already known to US authorities that the Maliki government was torturing its political opponents, and US officials did nothing to stop it. These revelations represent a significant shock to the System as concealed truths concerning system-wide abuses came to light. Indeed, despite Manning's prosecution, confinement, early clemency, and continued castigation, 21 the signals communicated in Executive Orders, and President Obama's own insistence on the value of rules and laws at the time, must have offered, at least, some hope to those in positions to do so to call public attention to state breaches of law.
In no case shall information be classified … in order to: conceal violations of law, inefficiency, or administrative error; prevent embarrassment to a person, organization, or agency … or prevent or delay the release of information that does not require protection in the interest of the national security. 22 Subsequent news stories featured a range of unambiguous declarations about Manning, his character, his motives, and the conjectured damage that his leaks had created. Right-wing commentators pronounced Manning guilty 'of treason' and that 'anything less than an execution [ More recently, Edward Snowden's 9 June 2013 interview with The Guardian's Glenn Greenwald posed yet another significant shock to the System, characteristic of the sort of debris routinely 'filtered out' of power structures. Snowden and the stories he had told posed an almost immediate danger to the established order by exposing to the public rather serious systemic impurities which, in turn, immediately made Snowden himself both politically and ideologically toxic.
Nevertheless, the very breadth and depth of today's counter-intelligence system and the conceptualization of it were scarcely fathomed by the broader populace, and this pervasive societal ignorance is indicative of hegemonic domination. As in the case of Manning, dominance is demonstrated in the methods used by agents of social power to silence any threats to the established order, such as character assassination, or literal assassination (i.e. 'I can't wait to write a defense of the drone strike that takes out Julian Assange, ' 26 or 'Can't we just drone strike this guy?') 27 Among the epithets used to describe Snowden, 'traitor, ' 28 'criminal, ' 29 'defector, ' 30 and 'thief ' 31 appear to have largely supplanted 'whistleblower, ' 'leaker, ' and 'dissident. ' John Bolton, then Senior fellow at the American Enterprise Institute suggested lynching as he observed that Snowden, 'committed treason, he ought to be convicted of that, and then swing from a tall oak tree. ' 32 
Controlling the Public Debate
Greenwald's interview with Snowden did more than verify what many Americans had already tacitly sensed about their own government in this post-PATRIOT Act era: the government routinely spies on its own citizens with impunity. Indeed, to those aware of the lessons of history, recent news of the NSA's PRISM 33 program was hardly surprising as the past half-century reveals a range of government efforts to tap into the lives of its citizens. Operation SHAMROCK , Project MINARET (1967 MINARET ( -1973 , 34 COINTELPRO (1956 COINTELPRO ( -1971 , 35 Main Core (1980s-present), 36 STELLARWIND (2001-2011) 37 and ECHELON (1966-present) 38 all reveal, in part, the extent to which elite power in a 'free' society moves to assert with impunity its sweeping privileges.
With increased uses of personal electronic devices to communicate messages across the globe have come increased beliefs in the internet to equalise power between the private citizen and the corporate person. The public at large, thus, appears possessed by a mostly uncritical trust in its relative power and autonomy to access and direct the forces of digital communication in ways that temper traditional forms of elite control over discourse.
Yet, observes Edward Herman, there is 'no evidence to support this view, ' that the opposite, in fact, could be argued. These new and more powerful tech-nologies now 'permit media firms to shrink staff even as they achieve greater outputs, and they make possible global distribution systems that reduce the number of media entities. ' 39 The digital nature of information and the nearreal-time production of news stories disseminated in text, signs, symbols, and videos enable 'elite domination of [mass] media and the marginalization of dissidents' 40 with the temerity to alert the public to its hidden flaws. Beyond 'corporate media consolidation' 41 in the private domain lay power consolidation and joint coordination in the public. In San Francisco, for example, Mark Klein, a telecommunications expert formerly with AT&T for over twenty-two years, testified in a class action suit filed in June 2006 that he was required as part of his job to maintain a 'splitter' that effectively shares all AT&T communications data traffic with the NSA. He also 'learned that other such [splitters] were being installed in other cities, including Seattle, San Jose, Los Angeles, and San Diego. ' 42 Freedom rights advocates at the Electronic Frontier Foundation point out that, ' AT&T's deployment of NSA-controlled surveillance capability apparently involves considerably more locations than would be required to catch only international traffic. ' 43 These sorts of coordination efforts have emerged from presidential decrees which, in recent years, are 'lawlessly bypassing Congress … and gutting privacy protections. ' 44 In accordance with the ' Assignment of National Security and Emergency Preparedness Communications Functions' -an Executive Order defining justification for an Executive internet 'kill switch' -the System is also part of ' … a joint industry-Government center … capable of assisting in the initiation, coordination, restoration, and reconstitution of NS/EP communications services or facilities under all conditions of emerging threats, crisis, or emergency. ' 45 The euphemistic title of this Order, whose enforcement is free from judicial review, reflects corresponding efforts in corporate media to enhance their dominance over the public's free speech rights.
In demonstrating on CBS's Face the Nation an inability (or unwillingness) to acknowledge already-existing abuses of power, Senator Dianne Feinstein obfuscated the NSA's activities, since Snowden's disclosures, by arguing that, '[she has] seen no abuse by these agencies, nor ... any claim ... made in any way shape or form that this (power) was abused. ' 46 In referencing Glenn Greenwald's suggestion about why Snowden may have fled, Bob Schieffer, host of Face the Nation, couched his query in his own speculation about Snowden's motives: 'This (leak) seems to me to go beyond your basic whistle-blower case. ' 47 Feinstein agreed and re-asserted her position that Snowden is not, 'a whistle-blower ... [that] he has taken an oath (of secrecy)' and that 'if [he] can't keep the oath, [he ought to] get out (of the NSA) and then do something about it in a legal way. ' 48 The ironies, absurd as they appear on the surface, are scarcely inescapable, as Senator Feinstein's calls for legal challenges come from the lawmaker herself who, at the same time, holds the position of Chair of the Senate Intelligence Committee. Within this medium of corporate discourse, the tight boundaries drawn around a discussion of Snowden's actions by two powerful public personalities, as well as the labels used to define Snowden himself, illustrate a level of hegemonic control over public debate. Viewers of Face the Nation witness an unfolding narrative restricted to a discursive framework of law within which legislative leaders are free to condemn anyone who questions or uncovers System abuses while, at the same time, absolving themselves of responsibility.
When asked to put into perspective and make sense of the present issues of intelligence breaches, Senator Feinstein responded that, 'What this is all about is the nation's security. ' 49 The 'nation' referenced here is part of the larger global System, or world order. In the words of Herbert Schiller, the System is built upon and employs an informational infrastructure that 'produces meaning and awareness, ' and has a strong hand in controlling the key definitions, 'images, and messages of the prevailing social order. ' 50 The internet represents a key component of that infrastructure.
Protecting the System
Systems, as we have shown, are vulnerable to attack and, so, require powerful mechanisms of protection. Safeguarding today's System demands both the routine maintenance of compliant actors working within as well as accommodating media without, which can effectively educate the masses by reflecting the policies of established power.
Protections for this particular System dominating US political power and its interests in the globalised market economy today are peculiar to the present Information Age. Public acquiescence, central to maintaining social control, is reinforced more explicitly within the System where well-paid participants, such as Manning and Snowden, signal their willingness to comply (through signed non-disclosure agreements) with the demands of secrecy in the interest of maintaining System Security. Indeed, the language of the intelligence apparatus serves as an unequivocal reminder that security trumps all other concerns, legal or illegal. 51 In the domain of intelligence gathering, for example, those who work within this System understand and accept at least one guiding principle underlying the successful protection of sensitive information: one must have a 'need to know' in order to be 'read on' (i.e. gain access) to the information that one works with. 52 As such, this aspect of the System is certainly not a democracy: that participants are not free to speak of its inner-workings but most forgo some of the rights of citizenship even as national intelligence-gathering practices plainly infringe upon the constitutional rights of the larger nation. The Manning and Snowden cases (and others that have preceded and will likely follow) illustrate a strange paradox: access to highly sensitive secrets confers a kind of power that can be self-destructive. When secrets conflict with ethics, the resulting cognitive dissonance can compromise notions of unquestioned obedience. Yet, the expectations to maintain unswerving compliance remain. Widespread societal submission to the dictates of the System can confer upon the public an abiding sense of security and peace of mind. It suggests, also, that all is well and that the elite, as usual, have things under control. This kind of necessary conformity to the status quo, Chomsky observes, is well reflected in the media we consume: 'The United States is unusual among the industrial democracies in the rigidity of the system of ideological control -"indoctrination" we might say -exercised through the mass media. ' 53 The filters of protection are generally comprised of privately owned, publicly traded, organizations oriented toward rational market-driven efficiencies and the processing of digital information -the concepts, ideas, and definitions that form the 'raw materials of news' 54 fit to print. One can observe the mechanisms of protection that sustain the System embedded in the doctrine of arcanae imperii (secrets of the empire). These are reflected in the words, signs, symbols, and actions of right-minded actors at work in various leading institutions. Sheldon Wolin commented on the latest processes of wiretapping, secret surveillance, and extreme interrogation (torture) as an apparent aim to 'extend the privileged secrecy of foreign policy to domestic affairs. ' 55 Such activities bespeak a kind of paranoia on the part of elites obsessed with controlling leaks to the public and maintaining security classifications for official communications from the distant past so as to shape future readings of history. 56 Access to the System is guarded by powerful telecommunications companies whose public slogans serve to reinforce the impression, however insincere, that meaningful relationships between consumer and producer are forged through 'free market' ideals. Operating with the full weight of corporate power to imbue 'free market' with unique stipulated definitions, companies such as Comcast boast, 'The Future of Awesome. ' Verizon asks, 'Can you hear me now? Good. ' AT&T reminds consumers, 'Your world. Delivered. ' Yet, in light of recent counter-intelligence revelations, it is also worth inquiring, to whom in this 'free market' is our 'world' being delivered, and who exactly is 'hearing' what we say? And, yes, the future may appear 'awesome, ' but from whose perspective? From the perspective of the citizen secure in his or her personal communications, answers to these questions appear rather grim. In clarifying how dark the clouds over public discourse are presently gathered, Robert McChesney observes in a 2014 interview that we no longer have: … privacy anymore and [large monopolistic corporations] use [our] information to sell to advisors. […] They work closely with the government and the national security state and the military. They really walk hand-in-hand collecting this information, monitoring people in ways that by all democratic theory are inimical to a free society. 57 McChesney's criticisms are verified by recent efforts in the US Congress to eradicate consumer privacy protections that, according to Glenn Greenwald, '… free Internet service providers (ISPs) -primarily AT&T, Comcast and Verizon -from the Obama-era FCC regulations barring them from storing and selling their users' browsing histories without their consent. ' 58 Backed by legions of lawyers campaigning in the corridors of political power for rules that profit their corporate employers, defences for the present System are also fortified by the public's own participation in social networking and internet commerce where all activities, habits, sentiments, and attitudes are secretly monitored. This contemporary reconfiguration of the 'free market' has seen a compelling downward trend in civil freedoms over the years.
Conclusion
As we have aimed to illustrate in the cases of Manning, Snowden, Assange, and others, the System grants the elite a virtual monopoly over the definition of the acceptable boundaries of public debate and control over the 'correct' interpretation of key terms and ideas. This is the power of the System today, to impose upon the general public the designs of corporate, political, and military power, to define dissenters and differences in opinion with the status quo as traitorous, and to consign to the fringe of the public discussion whistleblowers who expose wrongdoing in the interest of the public itself. In these times when the interests of the corporate and political elite have merged, the rights of corporate persons subvert the intrinsic value of individual citizen rights, and mass media have had a direct hand in painting unflattering portraits of figures who call public attention to abuses.
Today, despite the conviction (and clemency) of Manning, Jim Michaels observes that, 'the country faces threats from thousands of people with access to information and the ability to publish it instantly. ' 59 Whereas corporate media performance today maintains a façade that a System Security Filter has emerged as a safeguard for this post-9/11 era of global capitalism, we propose that the SSF be considered for further discussion as a possible sixth filter for the PM. As the cases of Manning and Snowden show, the public discourse has become a well-managed elite enterprise featuring tight controls over dissenting views and private figures who risk their personal freedoms defending the Constitution against foreign and domestic assaults.
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